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Any successful automotive sales strategy relies on the 

capability of its inventory management software. These top 

ten key Dealerslink features enable inventory management 

efforts to feel efficient, effortless, and consistently effective 

over time. 

TURN YOUR INVENTORY INTO YOUR 
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE



Connect to Profit

Improve workflow by having your new car, used car, and digital

merchandising management all in a single platform.

Streamlined Workflow

#10



Comprehensive, real-time industry-leading data you need to

guide your acquisition, pricing, merchandising, and promotion

decisions.

True Market Data

#9



Connect to Profit

Appraise, price and merchandise faster and more

accurately with one-click OEM Data.

Advanced OEM Integration

#8



Full integration with OEM incentives allows Dealerslink users to

simplify new-car pricing and syndication.

Automated Rebates and Incentives

#7



Connect to Profit

See new, used, retail and wholesale vehicle pricing based on

hyper-local sales data. Discover, compare, and segment

regional markets in seconds.

Competition View + Heat Maps

#6



Manage vehicle listings, media, descriptions, pricing and

monitor VDP views in Dealerslink. And with automated photo

overlays, power slide and Impel 360 intigration, you can

transform the media carousel experience to engage

shoppers and win their business.

Merchandising and Syndication

#5



Connect to Profit

Group velocity shows how fast vehicles move at other

stores in your group. A powerful tool when appraising a

slow-moving trade in your local market that may sell faster

at another location.

Group Velocity Analytics

#4



An Enhanced DMS integration including historic sales

profit data to compliment velocity analytics.

DMS Profit Analytics

#3



Connect to Profit

The trade devaluator allows desk managers to identify

vehicle characteristics that lower the value of a trade and

then communicate them to the customers in a non-

combative manner.

Trade Devalueator

#2



The most-complete set of used inventory available for sale

in-lane or on dealer lots. Search Manheim, OpenLane, and

all independent auctions with one search portal.

Aucton Link

#1



Demo
Request A

Dealerslink dealers use the most advanced, true-market data to guide

their stocking, appraisal, pricing, merchandising, and promotion

decisions on one platform that is simple, fast, and cost-effective. To

learn more about Dealerslink or request a demo, visit Dealerslink.com

or call 844-340-2522.

https://public.dealerslink.com/request-demo/

